Are You Still Using An Internal Fax Server To
Send FAX From Your AS/400 or IBM System i?
Stop! With CloudFAX400 you can …







Eliminate the cost and hassle of your FAX server hardware
Save money by dispensing of expensive fixed telephone lines
Reduce points of failure in your Enterprise FAX processes
Provide a totally secure and hassle-free solution for your FAX transactions
Meet all HIPAA and Sarbanes Oxley compliance requirements
Get full support and only pay for what you use

The International Presence Group has been developing and delivering enterprise fax solutions to
organizations around the world for more than 25 years and we understand how important FAX
communication still is for many companies.
CloudFAX400 is our latest enterprise FAX solution, designed specifically for companies sending and
receiving FAX transactions from an IBM mid-range system or Windows network.

With CloudFAX400 you can have all the features usually associated with an on-premise, enterpriselevel fax server, conveniently hosted for you in the cloud, including:







Desktop Faxing
Workflow Integration
Automatic Document Routing
OCR/Barcode Scanning
Application Integration
Reporting and Analytics

Reduce Costs and Improve Reliability
Since CloudFAX400 does not use any FAX hardware or fixed telephone lines, you can slash phone
line and hardware maintenance costs, free up internal resources from upgrades and maintenance
and create more room in your server room.
Additionally, by eliminating FAX hardware and telephone lines from your enterprise FAX processes,
you will improve reliability and efficiency by reducing the number of potential points of failure in
your fax processes.
Fully Secure, Compliant and Supported Enterprise FAX service
CloudFAX400 is one of the most secure hosted fax solutions on the market today, so you can meet
the toughest security, compliance, and data protection regulations such as HIPAA, SOX, PCI, SAS70, GLB, and NIST.
All traffic passing through the CloudFAX400 service is SSL protected to provide the highest level of
security for your fax communications.
With CloudFAX400 you can pay to send faxes by the page and only pay for what you use, so you
can stop paying for expensive hardware and phone lines that only get used occasionally.
CloudFAX400 scales easily to meet the demands of your evolving business requirements and
enables you to manage your FAX traffic and get real-time reports through a browser based
administration panel on your intranet.
CloudFAX400 is fully supported by our Teams in the USA and the UK, so we will always be here to
ensure your fax processes are running smoothly.

Business Continuity and Load Balancing
If you don’t feel ready to leap completely into the Cloud just yet, you can also use CloudFAX400 as
a seamless business continuity and failover solution for all of your AS/400 and System i FAX
processes.
If an issue occurs with your internal fax servers or phone lines, your FAX processes can
automatically switch across to your CloudFAX400 service with no negative impact on your
business.
You can also run CloudFAX400 alongside your internal fax servers as a Load Balancing Solution to
eliminate underutilized FAX Servers and phone lines. CloudFAX400 can provide you with load
balancing on demand and provide extra capacity for peak usage or high-volume fax blasts.

Screenshots from CloudFAX400:
The CloudFAX400 Overview Dashboard
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Automated Alerts

Server Management

Complete Logs

To find out how much time, money and hassle CloudFAX400 can save you, try our FREE Savings
Calculator today at www.CloudFax400.com or contact us today with the details below.

